
Spiritual Maturity Increases the Size of Our Spirit
As we mature spiritually through spiritual exercise, our spirit increases in size so that it expands outside
of our body. It then has the ability, through authority, to impact those who come within the envelope of
our spirit. The exercise that produces this expansion includes, but is not limited to, praying in tongues.

Kevin Zadai talks about the importance of praying in tongues and how his spirit has enlarged through
spiritual activity. (The following is an extract from the transcript of that video)

“The demons know they're  done if  a  person prays  in  tongues.  That's  why there's  so much of  an
onslaught against praying in tongues is because they literally can't do a thing about it. So I pray in the
spirit all the time and I can hear myself praying in my language right now as I'm speaking to you in
English… 
And by the way, your spirit is so much bigger than your body. One of the things that Jesus showed me
was that my spirit had grown in authority by feeding it. So I developed my spirit – my spirit, small “s”
– because I had created that environment. What happened was that Jesus showed me that out 30 feet
from me is where my spirit's border was, that I had grown. And, that within 30 feet, anybody that got
within 30 feet became under my authority in what I was walking in. That's why, with brother Hagin1…
he talked to us 10, 15, 20 years prior, in class about it. He told us this is what's going to happen. He
said, as his spirit grows in the knowledge of God, that one day, he said, it will affect whole sections of
the auditorium. So you can watch those films and I guarantee you. We watched some hundreds of
times, but because it gets on you. But he would walk down the aisle and just turn and stand there and
just point and whole sections would fall. He'd go like this [waving his hand across his body], just to
turn, and everybody that got in that way He'd just say, “Everybody stand up in this row”. It was this
whole section. He would just go like this [sweeping his pointed finger across his body]. He told us that
that was his last phase of his ministry, that he would walk in that fullness of that.” 2

(Jose’s3 comment of agreement with Zadai: “I confirm this because Jesus was with me in my oneness
experience in 2009.4 This is how I moved the cars around 30-50m away in front of me and commanded
the people in the office to be quiet who were about 10m away.”5)

It’s interesting to note here that Adam was a spirit who had a body, not the reverse as it is with us today.
His spirit was what would have been visible to onlookers, not his body. He only had a body and a soul so
he could interact  with the physical  realm in which he was placed – he was a  spirit  being,  first  and
foremost. Like him, our spirit can increase so that it’s outside of our body, as we mature spiritually. This
is where it’s supposed to be, because we’re back where Adam was before The Fall, learning to live and
operate as we were originally created to be.

NOTE: We can’t see our spirit because we’re not fully competent at seeing in the spirit. Others who look
at us will have the same inability, unless they’ve practised seeing in the spirit realm.

WATCH: Mike Parsons “Spiritual Atmospheres”   youtu.be/2xLaXo5gPK8 
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